structure, and rovibrational spectroscopic properties of the sulfurous anions SNO − and OSN − " (2015). (2015)]. Utilizing established quartic force field techniques, the structural and rovibrational data for these anions are produced. The SNO − anion is less linear and has weaker bonds than the corresponding neutral radical giving much smaller rotational constants. OSN − is largely unchanged in these regards with inclusion of the additional electron. The S-N bond is actually stronger, and the rotational constants of OSN − versus OSN are similar. The vibrational frequencies of SNO − are red-shifted from the radical while those in OSN − are mixed. OSN − has mixing of the stretching modes while the S-N and N-S stretches of SNO − are largely independent of one another. The ω 3 stretches are much brighter in these anions than they are in the radicals, but the ω 1 stretches are still the brightest. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
It is surprising that so very little is known about the simple triatomic singlet anion, SNO − , and its isomer, OSN − . Interest in these anions and their corresponding neutral radicals has grown very recently due to their perceived importance in atmospheric, planetary (Venus, in particular), circumstellar, and interstellar contexts. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] However, the literature is bereft of data on these anions from before 2015. The neutral radicals have been studied for over 40 years, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] but exhaustive analysis of the reaction, electronic, and rovibrational physics of these systems has only recently emerged. [1] [2] [3] 12 There still exists controversy as to the attribution of vibrational features arising from the 2ν 3 overtone and ν 1 fundamental band in the 1500 cm −1 to 1650 cm −1 range. 1, 2 The very bright nature of the SNO ν 1 band compared to the lesser 2ν 3 intensity will allow for conclusive assignment of the bands once gas-phase experiments on this system can be undertaken.
Anions have been detected in various astronomical sources [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] since 2006 when the rotational spectrum of C 6 H − was teased out of observations of the carbon-rich star IRC + 10 216. 13 The smallest of these known anions, CN − , is believed to form in space from collisional processes, 23 but the larger anions likely form via dipole-bound formation pathways. 18, 24 It has been proposed that some large anions of interest to astrochemistry may be present in interstellar or circumstellar media, 25 but it has also been discussed that longer, molecular chain anions of the type observed in various astronomical environments are not likely to be detected. 24 Consequently, small anions like those examined in this work are good candidates for growing the astronomically observed anion population.
The anion form of sulfur-substituted nitrogen dioxide is stable in both the SNO − and OSN − isomers. Very recent work a) rfortenberry@georgiasouthern.edu b) jfrancisco3@unl.edu shows that OSN − is more stable than SNO − by roughly 1 eV in contrast to the neutral radicals where OSN is only 0.12 eV more stable than SNO. [1] [2] [3] This is, at surface level, a somewhat surprising result since the analogous standard O-N-O isomer of NO 2 is more stable than the peroxy N-O-O form of the analogue. 26 However, the nature of sulfur bonding [27] [28] [29] promotes a more energetically favorable environment with it as the central atom in the molecule in a fashion akin to standard SO 2 .
2 Furthermore, SO 2 has the same number of electrons as SNO − making the two isoelectronic with one another, and the electronic arrangement of OSN − is of the same type as SO 2 making this pair of molecules isovalent. The potential energy surface cuts and electronic descriptions of these two anion isomers are given in Ref. 3 providing a clear indication that the 1 A ′ states are the lowest energy electronic configurations for these systems and barriers to dissociation are also well into the UV range at greater than 3 eV and 5 eV in most cases. Hence, these anions are excellent candidates for rovibrational analysis due to their deep wells and relatively high stabilities as far as anions are concerned.
An efficient yet accurate means of describing spectroscopic quantities and vibrational frequencies has been showcased through the use of quartic force fields (QFFs). 30 QFFs are fourth-order Taylor series expansions of the potential portion within the internuclear Hamiltonian. Composite energy schemes to describe the QFF surface developed by Lee and Huang at NASA Ames [31] [32] [33] [34] have been able to match experimental fundamental vibrational frequencies to within 1.0 cm −1 of experiment in many cases 33, [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] and within 0.03 Å for bond lengths and 10-20 MHz for some experimental Band C-type rotational constants. 33, 34, 37, 40, 41 In fact, QFFs have even shown reliability in the provision of rovibrational insights for closed-shell anions, 24, [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] much like SNO − and OSN anion isomers in order to offer the community deeper insights into the rotational, vibrational, and rovibrational character of these stable and simple inorganic species. Understanding of interstellar anion chemistry is growing, 21, 22, 24, 49, 50 and more data on potential interstellar anions such as SNO − and OSN − will help in enriching the depth of information for this class of molecules.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Following from the reliable QFF methodology established previously, [31] [32] [33] [34] the SNO − and OSN − geometries are optimized with restricted Hartree-Fock reference wave functions 51 and the coupled cluster singles, doubles, and perturbative triples [CCSD(T)] 52 level of theory with the aug-cc-pV5Z (aug-ccpV(5+d)Z for sulfur) basis set. 53, 54 Corrections for inclusion of core electron correlation augment these geometries and are treated as the additive difference in geometrical parameters computed with the Martin-Taylor (MT) core correlating basis set 55 for optimizations with and without inclusion of core electrons. From these reference geometries, grids of 129 symmetry-unique points are generated for each isomer in the same way that they have been done for other C s , triatomic species. MP2/6-31+G * double harmonic intensities produced from the Gaussian09 program. [60] [61] [62] At each point, CCSD(T) energies are computed with the aug-cc-pVTZ, aug-cc-pVQZ, and aug-cc-pV5Z basis sets with the (X + d) functions included for sulfur. These energies are extrapolated to the complete basis set (CBS) limit via a threepoint formula 63 to give the "C" term. Additive corrections for the difference in the CCSD(T)/MT energies with and without core electrons provide the "cC" term. Similar additive, difference corrections for scalar relativity 64 generate the "R" term. Each of these seven energy computations at each of the 129 points creates the CcCR QFF. These points are then fitted via a least-squares method to produce the final CcCR equilibrium geometry. Refitting these points gives zero gradients and proper force constants for the Taylor series expansion of the potential in the internuclear Hamiltonian. Transforming the coordinates from simple-internal to Cartesian definitions is accomplished via the INTDER program. 65 Second-order perturbation theory for rotational 66 and vibrational (VPT2) 67, 68 computations employs these derivatives within the SPECTRO program 69 to produce the rotational constants and vibrational frequencies. Input of resonances is possible for SPECTRO. SNO − requires a 2ν 3 = ν 2 + ν 3 = ν 1 Fermi resonance polyad while OSN − dictates inclusion of a 2ν 2 = ν 3 type-1 Fermi resonance. These are consistent across isotopologues.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Relative energies
TheX
1 A ′ states of SNO − and OSN − are formed by doubly occupying the singly occupied highest molecular orbital (12a ′ ) within the radicals. 3 The lower-mass analogues, ONO − (nitrite) and NOO − , are known stable species that have a similar valence orbital construction. 26 The highly descriptive CcCR relative equilibrium energies for OSN and SNO (from Ref. 2) as well as the corresponding anions determined in this work are given in Table I relative to OSN − , the lowest energy species. SNO − lies 1.12 eV above, in line with the work from Trabelsi and co-workers. 3 The adiabatic electron binding energy (eBE), an equivalent but more informative description of the standard electron affinity for neutrals, 70 differs somewhat here for the CcCR values from those determined previously. 3 The OSN − eBE, 3.16 eV, is 0.35 eV below the 3.51 eV adiabatic value computed from CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVQZ-F12 previously but in line with the 3.10 eV vertical value. The SNO − CcCR eBE is 2.16 eV, notably below the previous 2.75 eV adiabatic value but well above the 1.35 eV vertical value. 3 The same qualitative trends are present, in either case, showing that the OSN − and SNO − anions are also very stable systems.
The previous work 1,2 has indicated that dipole-bound excited states of these anions 24, 50, 71 are not likely due to the relatively small dipole moments of the neutral radicals, i.e., ≤2.0 D. Consequently, their formation in the ISM would have to come from collisional or reactive means 12 in a fashion similar to the interstellar formation of CN − , 20, 23 another stable, small, closed-shell anion. This is in opposition to the perceived dipole-bound anion formation hypothesis growing in evidence as to the provenance of, at least, the known polyyne and cyanopolyyne carbon chain anions larger than CN − . 18, 23, 24 However, such processes are still likely in natural environments and can certainly be manipulated in the laboratory for the synthesis of these anions.
B. Molecular structures and spectroscopic constants
The first thing of note regarding the structures of SNO − and OSN − is the significant decreases in the diagonal, harmonic force constants for SNO − given in Table II ; these values are proportional to the bond strengths. Compared to those of the radical, 2 the S-N and N-O bonds are weaker by 41.4% and 37.3%, respectively. In contrast, the OSN − F 11 value given in Table III has a much smaller decrease of less than 1.0 mdyn/Å 2 for the O-S bond to 10.249 395 mdyn/Å 2 . Interestingly, the S-N bond actually strengthens in the OSN − structure increasing the F 22 value from 6.000 068 mdyn/Å 2 to 7.429 658 mdyn/Å 2 . These inferences regarding changes in the bond strengths are supported by the differences in the vibrationally averaged (R α ) structures between the radical and the anion with the latter given in Tables IV and V • . The equilibrium geometries closely corroborate previous CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV6Z and, specifically, CCSD(T)-F12/aug-cc-pVQZ-F12 values determined by Trabelsi and co-workers. 3 The O-S bond in OSN − is 0.05 Å longer at 1.499 999 Å in the anion than in OSN which follows from the slight increase in F 11 for the anion over the radical. The anion's S-N bond shortens (1.463 718 Å) for the related but inverted reason since the S-N bond is stronger in the anion than in the corresponding radical.
As a result of the bond angle and the subsequent linear character decreasing in SNO − as compared to SNO, the A-type, vibrationally averaged rotational constant in Table IV decreases by more than 50% to 3.144 587 cm −1 while the B-and C-type constants are not affected as drastically. Since the bond angles and bond lengths of OSN − are similar to OSN, the rotational constants for this anion are quite similar to the corresponding neutral radical. Even though the A-type rotational constants for SNO − are significantly less than in the corresponding neutral-radical, they are still 0.9 cm Tables IV and V since the Atacama large millimeter array has come online and the resolution of astronomically observed vibrationally excited rotational peaks is now possible. 19 The quartic and sextic distortion constants are also given in Tables IV and V in order to characterize fully the rotational spectra of the SNO − and OSN − anions. The CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pV5Z dipole moments for these molecules are computed from the CcCR center-of-mass equilibrium geometries. SNO − is weakly dipolar with a strength of only 0.36 D, half of that from the corresponding neutral. The dipole moment vector is visually depicted in Fig. 1 . The vector for the radical points more strongly toward the oxygen atom than here in the anion. The reduction in the dipole moment, especially in the µ x component, results from a balancing of the negative partial charges between the sulfur and oxygen atoms in the anion as opposed to a partial positive on the sulfur and partial negative on the oxygen within the radical. This is in line with the molecular orbitals produced in Ref. 3 . The µ y components are small in both the radical and anion but contribute more in the latter. As a result, the dipole moment of the anion is not nearly as closely aligned with the A axis as it is for the radical. OSN − is more strongly dipolar at 2.04 D than SNO − and has a similar vector direction as shown in Fig. 2 from a connectivity perspective in that the dipole vector seemingly bisects the molecule. The rotational constants shift for OSN − as compared to SNO − putting the dipole vector almost exclusively along the A rotational axis. The OSN − dipole moment vector differs from its corresponding radical where that of the latter points more toward the oxygen atom and is nearly half the magnitude. The partial charges of the nitrogen and oxygen atom are more balanced in the anion than the radical creating an electronic environment nearly truly isovalent to that of SO 2 . The greater stability of OSN − compared to SNO − , combined with its significantly larger dipole moment, should make it more easily rotationally observed in astronomical environments than the other anion isomer unless physical or chemical conditions dictate a difference in the products. In such a case, SNO − would be a marker for such conditions and would help to classify the astronomical regions in which it is found.
C. Vibrational frequencies
The CcCR harmonic vibrational frequencies for both SNO − and OSN − are in line with those determined from work by Trabelsi and co-workers, 3 indicating that the subsequent anharmonic frequencies should be well-behaved. The cubic and quadratic force constants for both anions are of a similar magnitude as those from the corresponding neutral radicals where the resulting VPT2-determined vibrational frequencies in the radical correlate quite well to experimental, condensedphase values. 2 As a result, the anharmonic frequencies reported herein for SNO any less trustworthy than their corresponding radicals, and may even be more so since the anions are closed-shell species.
The vibrational data produced in this study serve to further enhance the analysis of these simple anions.
The ω 1 N-O stretch of SNO − is the brightest mode at 531 km/mol, as it was for SNO radical, as well, but the intensity of the ω 3 N-S stretch is significantly brighter for SNO − (257 km/mol), where it was an order of magnitude dimmer in the radical. This trend also continues for OSN − where the ω 1 "antisymmetric" stretch is 351 km/mol and the ω 3 "symmetric" stretch is 216 km/mol. The mode descriptions are discussed in more detail below. The ω 3 mode is brighter than the 31 km/mol ω 2 bend which was not the case in the corresponding OSN radical.
The SNO − anharmonic fundamentals given in Table IV are understandably lower than the radical, again, from the behavior of the force constants compared between the radical and negatively charged species. There also are no large anharmonicities in any of these fundamentals as is most evident for the meager 5.4 cm −1 decrease in the zero-point frequency shift from harmonics (1304.3 cm −1 ) to anharmonics (1298.6 cm
−1
). Even though the overtones and combination bands are known to vary from experiment to a greater extent than the fundamentals, 72 the small anharmonicities present in the fundamentals should ensure that these frequencies are strong representations of physical reality. Inclusion of the isotopologues expectedly decreases each of the fundamental modes, especially for Terminal isotopic substitution largely only affects the modes where these atoms are specifically included. As a result, the vibrational data for SNO − are performing in a similar fashion as that known to provide good correlation to experiment. Such is expected for this anion, as well.
FIG. 2. The OSN
− CcCR equilibrium geometry and dipole moment vector.
The same conclusions about the expectations for the vibrational data of OSN − given in Table V also hold true. The zero-point energy drops from 1401.5 cm −1 for the harmonic approximation to 1395.6 cm −1 for the quartic anharmonic, a decrease of only 5.9 cm −1 . This is roughly 100 cm −1 above the zero-point vibrational energy for SNO − . The increase is largely attributable to the shift in vibrational behavior for the stretches caused by the similarity of the terminal atoms in OSN − . As with the neutral radical, 2 the closeness of the nitrogen and oxygen masses creates "symmetric-" and "antisymmetric-"like vibrational behavior. The decrease of the ν 1 frequency with respect to SNO − to 1280.2 cm −1 and the increase of the ν 3 frequency to 999.4 cm −1 giving a difference of 280.8 cm −1 are clear indicators that these motions are more concerted than in other systems such as SNO − . As a consequence, the stretching behavior is akin to the stretching frequencies of isoelectronic, neutral SO 2 where the difference in stretching frequencies is in the 210 cm −1 range. 73 The overtones and combination bands are well-behaved, as are the frequencies of the isotopologues, again, supporting the precision and subsequent expected accuracy of these motions for OSN − .
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The SNO − and OSN − anion isomers are shown here to be stable, well-behaved charged species performing in line with very recent work. 3 The geometry of SNO − and its subsequent spectroscopic and vibrational properties differs notably from the neutral radical largely resulting from weaker bond strengths and a smaller bond angle. OSN − does not change drastically for inclusion of the extra electron in the anion due to the centrality of the larger sulfur atom. Both molecules have bright stretching modes, but OSN − will be more rotationally bright than SNO − from the computed dipole moments and the lower relative energy. The eBEs computed are lower than those determined from recent computations, but they are qualitatively consistent. SNO − and OSN − cannot form from dipole-bound processes due to the small dipole moments in the neutral radicals but could still be present in atmospheric and astronomical environments since they are such stable, small species likely created from various other means and reactions. The spectroscopic data provided here all assist in observations of these systems whether in the laboratory or in space. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS R.C.F. acknowledges Georgia Southern University for providing start-up funds for this work. The authors also acknowledge Professor T. Daniel Crawford of Virginia Tech for the use of computer hardware.
